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ABSTRACT
There are estimated to be -1000 members of the Ya5 A h subfamily of retroposons in humans. This
Subfamily has a distribution restricted to humans, with a few copies in gorillas and chimpanzees. Fgtyseven Ya5elements were previously cloned from a HeLaderived randomly sheared total genomic library,
sequenced, and screened for polymorphism in a panel of 120 unrelated humans. Forty-four of the 57
cloned Alu repeats were monomorphic in the sample and 13 Alu repeats were dimorphic for insertion
presence/absence. The observed distribution of sample frequencies of the 13 dimorphic elements is
consistent with the theoretical expectation for elements ascertained in a single diploid cell line. Coalescence theory is used to compute expected total pedigree branch lengths for monomorphic and dimorphic elements, leading to an estimate of human effective population size of -18,000 during the last
one to two million years.

A

LU insertions are primate-specificgenetic elements
that mobilize via the process of retroposition (reviewed in DEININGER
and BATZER1993,1995).Approximately 500,000 Alu sequences exist within the human
genome, representing -5% of the genome by mass.
AZu elements are thoughtto be ancestrally derived from
7SLRNA, and thus they do not encode the reverse
transcriptase necessary for elementduplication. Rather,
they are thought to exploit the reverse transcriptase
encoded by L1 elements (FENG et al. 1996; MORANet
al. 1996). AZu elements are generally believed to be
noncoding because of their neutral substitution rate,
small size (300 bp) and lack of 5‘ cisacting RNA polymerase 1x1 transcription signals (DEININGER
and BATZER
1993). The exceptions to the latter are the
veryfew
transcriptionally active “master” or source genes that
are currently generating newfamily members (DEININGER et d . 1992).
This ongoing amplification process has produced
families of elements shared at all primate taxonomic
hierarchies. Subfamilies are defined by mutations that
accumulate in their respective transcriptionally active
copies (SLAGELet al. 1987; BRITTENet aZ. 1988; JURKA
and SMITH1988; SHENet aZ. 1991). In humans theprocess has produced families of approximately 500 to 2000
elements (BATZERet aZ. 1995), now designated as
“young” with subfamilies Ya5,Ya8 and Yb8 denoting
groups of elements derived from separate related transcriptionally active “master” or source genes (BATZER
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et al. 1996). The young A h elements are randomly distributed throughout the genome with a slight positive
bias for AT-rich regions (ARCOT et aZ. 1995a, 1996).
At least 13 members of Ya5 subfamily are so recent
in origin that they are polymorphic in the human gene
pool (ARCOT et al. 1995a, and references therein). Six
of these variable elements are found at relatively high
frequency in populations (P > 0.66), two at moderate
frequency (0.33 < P < 0.66) and five are found at low
frequency ( P < 0.33). Here, we derive the expected
distribution of these frequencies for the special case of
ascertainment in a single diploid genome. We then
show how the ratio of polymorphic to fixed elements
provides an estimate of the effective size ofour species.
This estimate does not require knowledge of the mutation o r insertion rate.

MATERIALSANDMETHODS
Previous ascertainment of Ya5 subfamily members: Members of the Ya5/8subfamilieswereisolated
from a HeLa
(ATCC CCL2) randomly sheared total genomic library constructed in bacteriophage XZAPII (Stratagene) as previously
described (BATZER
and DEININCER
1991). Fifty-seven individual clones were previously sequenced using internal Alu specific primers to obtain the sequence of the 5’ and 3‘ flanking
nucleotide sequences (BATZERet al. 1991; h C O T et ai.
1995b,c,1996, 1997). Based on the sequence information,
oligonucleotide primers specific for the 5‘ and 3‘ flanking
unique sequences were designed and used to direct PCR amplification and sequencing of the 57 individual A h inserts.
Genotypes were determined for each element by inspecting
PCR reaction products for the presence of a 100-bp fragment
(the pre-integration site) and/or a 400-bp fragment (the preintegration site and the Alu element). The genotypes of the
HeLa cell line and a panel of 122 human individuals (U.S.
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the human coalescence and the ancestral hominid/pongid
coalescence (Figure 1, intervalsband c ) . Dimorphic elements
must be more recent insertions, having occurred in the bottom interval of the tree (Figure 1, interval
a ) .We can compute
the expected total length for both these portions of the tree,
measuring the length of the branches in units of generations.
TOcompute the total length of interval a, we note that a tree
of n chromosomes hasn-1 epochs. Each epoch j has an
expected duration of 4N / j ( j - 1) generations (FELSENSTEIN
1992). Since there are j lineages in existence at epoch j , the
expected contribution to the total tree length from epoch j
is 4N/(j - l ) , and the total contribution from allepochs (sum
over all1) is 4AEJZ: (1/ J ) , a familiar expressiondue to WATTERSON (1975). Dimorphic elements, then, accumulatein a
genealogy with total expected length
n-l

4NC
,=
1

4N

6N

FIGURE
1.-Intervals in which Alu elements may accumulate during the coalescent process and their relationship to
effective population size. Interval ( a ) estimates the timeto
the human coalescent (4N) by noting that the total number
of recent insertions (observed dimorphic elements) is 6NA in
expectation in an ascertained genealogy; (b) estimates the
time from speciationto the human coalescent by the number
of monomorphic elements; ( c ) estimates the time forward
from the root coalescent to a speciation event as 2M in the
ancient past. See main text for procedures to calculate the
expected duration and total branch length of each interval.
Caucasians,AfricanAmericans,
and HispanicAmericans)
were determined by fractionation of PCR products on a 2%
agarose gel (BATZER
et al. 1991; PERNA et al. 1992). The chromosomal location of each AZu element was determined by
PCR amplification of human-rodent monochromosomal somaticcellhybrid
DNAs (BATZER
et ul. 1991; ARCOT et ul.
1995b,c, 1996, 1997). Thirteen of the 57 Alu elements were
determined to be dimorphic in the human DNA samples; the
Genbank/EMBL accession numbers for these elements are
listed in Table1. The Genbank/EMBL accessionnumbers for
the 44 monomorphic loci are as follows: U18387-U18400,
X54175-X54177, X54179-X54180, U67208-U67210, U67212U67220, and U67222-U6’7235.
Modeling element accumulationin the genome: To model
the accumulation of Alu insertions in the nuclear genome we
assume that there is an effectively infinite number of potential
insertion sites. The insertion rate (A) is assumed to be constant in time, and individual elements are never completely
lost once an insertion has occurred. Under this model individuals who share a specific AZu insertion inherit the element
from a common ancestor. Since both the direct repeats and
unique sequences that flank the element are specific totarget
insertion sites, this assumption is confirmed experimentally
by examining every element’s flanking region sequence for
homologyacrossindividuals and heterogeneity acrosselements (&COT et az. 1995c; KNIGHT et al. 1996).
Figure 1 is a schematic tree of the history of a nuclear gene
in a sample of humans: the actual details of any tree will
vary from locus to locus.Fixed elements that are absent from
pongid genomes have accumulated in the interval between
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in a stationary population where Nis the effective sizeduring
the nuclear coalescent process. In our sample with n CJ 240
(described above) this would
correspond to an expected value
of approximately 24N generations, since the sum in Watterson’s formula is -5.9. Monomorphic elements, in contrast,
accumulate on the single lineage that connects interval a (Figure 1) to the deeper pongid coalescent as noted above.
The expected distribution of element frequencies in a
sample: The distribution of alleles by frequency is referred
to as the allele frequency spectrum (EWENS1972; & M U M and
OHTA1975; HUDSON1990). Here we consider two spectra:
the distribution of all elements currently segregating in the
population and, second, ‘the distribution of elements represented in a diploid genome, such as in a library used for
screening.
Both frequency spectra may be derived from coalescent
theory. We consider frequency to be the probability that a
lineage (with the element) at some epoch j has k descendants
in the sample, so that k / n is the frequency of the element in
the sample. This probability, as pointed out by FEUENSTEIN
(1992),is easilyderived from Polya’s urn model. At any epoch,
the probability distribution of the number of descendant lineages in a sample, from a single lineage, is
(j - l ) ( n - k - l ) ! ( n - J ) !
( n - l ) ! ( n - j - k + l)!
(FELLER 1957). At the top of the tree 0’ = 2) the probability
distribution is uniformover the interval k = 1 . . . (n - l ) ,
while at j = n all of the probability is at k = 1. Summing over
epochs, the relativefrequencyofinsertionswithpopulation
frequency p is proportional to 1/p (NEI 19871, and thus the
population frequency spectrum,a(#),is proportional to 1/p.
The screened library frequency spectrum, however, is different. Many elements currently segregating in the population at low frequency are expected to be absent from the
screened library. Thus, the screening process createsascertainment bias in the distribution of frequencies of sampled elements,positivetoward
higher frequencies. We write the
screened-library frequency spectrum @Jp) for the distribution of frequencies to indicate that our sample of elements
was ascertained in 3c number of haploid genomes. a,@) is
simply the population distribution, a@),conditioned on the
probability of an element being observed in x haploid genomes. Since our data were ascertained in a genomic library
constructed from a single diploid cell line, wewill consider
the distribution of the a@) spectrum next.
Fu (1995) showed that the expected number of inserted
elements to be found in exactly i haploid genomes from a
sample of n haploid genomes is 4NA/i. For each element of
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TABLE 1
Dimorphic Mu element frequencies aad thromosomp1 location
Locus

0.99
0.51
0.67
0.16
0.30
0.82
0.38

0.70

HS2.43
HS3.23
HS4.32
HS4.59
HS4.65
HS4.69
HS4.75
HSA.25
HSB.65
HSC2N4
HSC4N4
HS2.25
HS4.14

U.S. Caucasian
African
frequency

American
Hispanic
American
frequency
frequency

0.07
0.03
0.87

0.12
0.87
0.63
0.74
0.01
0.28
0.66
0.20
0.68
1 .oo
1.oo
0.23
0.86

0.05
0.73
0.46
0.69
0.09
0.20
1.oo
0.05
0.48
1 .oo
0.97
0.18
0.85

0.70
0.09

0.57
0.72
0.98
0.98
0.20
0.13
0.83

type i (that is, with a copies in a sample of n), the probability
of observation in at least one of two haploid genomes is
i i - 1 i+( - 1
" 2-1)
nn- -11
nn-1
n

"

+

( i)

i - 1
1"

- 1) - 2
n ( n - 1)

- n(2i

( t) .

f 2"
n

Therefore, the expected number of type i elements is
a. '

' nn\ ) '

and summing over all types of elements yields the expected
number of dimorphic Alu elements in our screened library
as

This is approximatelyone-fourth the total expected tree
length if ascertainment were complete, i.e., carried out in
each individual of the sample. In other words since we only
identify insertions that were present in one genome (a HeLa
cell line), we have identified roughly one-fourth of the total
number of dimorphic Alu elements that we would observe if
we carried out the ascertainment in all 122 individuals.
Estimating recent human effective population size: Under
our assumption that Alu insertions have occurred at a constant
rate within the human genome, we can estimate expected
values for the total branch length in intervals a, b, and c of
Figure 1. Insertions that occurred in intervals b and c are fixed
in our sample. Interval b is simply the time from the human
nuclear coalescent back to the speciation event in the common chimp/human ancestral species. Intervalcis the coalescent time in the ancestral species, whichis in expectation
twice the effective size M of that population, time being measured in generations. We can then use published estimates
of the time since speciation in the common chimphuman
ancestor and of the effective size of that population to estimate the human nuclear effective size.
We assume a generation time of 20 years throughout. This
is less than estimates of the current human generation time
but is probably reasonable for most of the Pliocene and Pleistocene. We alsoassume that the chimphuman speciation
event occurred 4.5 million yearsago and that the effective size

Average
frequency

Chromosome
GenBank/EMBL
number
accession number
1

7
12
9

0.53

9
6
3
8
11
9
11
13
1

0.26
0.83
0.22
0.99
0.98

U57005
u57004
U57006
X55925
u57007
U57008
U57009
X55929
U18396
X54181
X54178
U67211
U67221

et
of the ancestral specieswas 100,000 individuals (TAKAHATA
al. 1995). These assumptions implythat a + b + c (Figure 1)
is 8.5 million years or 425,000 generations. Since the expected
duration of interval a is 4Ngenerations, the duration of interval b + c is (425,000 - 4N) generations, and this is proportional to the number of fixed Alu insertions. The number of
A h insertions polymorphic in our sample should be proportional to6N. Using a moment estimator,we set these expected
values equal to the observed number of sites of each category
to obtain our estimate of N, the human nuclear effective size.

RESULTS

Previous ascertainmentof Ya5 family members: The
57 selected clones of
independent elements were genotyped in both the HeLacell line and the screening
panel of 122 human individuals. Forty-four elements
were monomorphic in the sample and 13 were dimorphic. Nucleotide sequences
and chromosomal locations
for all 57 elements werereported previously (BATZERet
al. 1991; ARCOT et al. 1995b,c, 1996, 1997). All clones
were further screened in a panel of 15 non-human primates and determined to be restricted to the human
genome (BATZERet al. 1994, 1996;h C O T et al. 1995ac). Locusdesignations,allelefrequencies,chromosomal locations and Genbank/EMBL accession numbers are reported for these elements in Table 1.
Stationarypopulation history with ascertainment: To
test the hypothesis of constant population size in the
recent past, the observed dimorphic element frequencies were tabulated into three intervals (Table 2) for a
chi-square testof goodness of fit. The expected number
of sites in the first interval, that is for P < 1/3, was
computed as

(

132421 2 - 1:2)
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TABLE 2
chi-square test of goodness of fit of a dimorphic element
of constant popdation size
distribution under a hypothesis
in the most recent QNgenerationsof the coalescent

Contribution
Element
frequency
Observed
Expected
0.67-0.99
0.34-0.66
5.296
0.01-0.33

to

6
2
5

3.370
4.333

x2 value

x2

2.052
1.256
0.016
3.325”

“NS, P = 0.20, d.f. = 2.

and similarly for the othertwo intervals. The chi-square
value of 3.325 was nonsignificant (Pr = 0.20, d.f. = 2).
These data do not reject a model of stationary history
in the ancient past. The late Pleistocene expansion described in ROGERSand HARPENDING (1992) and wPENDING et al. (1993) is too recent to be visible with this
system.
Estimating human effective population size: Our assumptions imply that (425,000 - 4N)h = 44 and 6Nh
= 13, where X is the insertion rate for our ascertained
fraction of all A2u insertions. Solving these yields our
estimate of N = 17,500. If the ancestral chimp/human
population size M was close to zero, our estimate of N
would become 9000. Our estimate is slightly greater
than the conventional figure of 10,000 for the nuclear
effective size ofhumans, perhapsbecause the ascertainment mechanism means that we are weighting the top
of the coalescent tree very heavily with the estimation
procedure. Nearly half the 13 polymorphic elements
we found occurred (in expectation) during the
topmost
interval of the coalescent when there were only two
lineages.
Our results suggest that low ( -lo4) estimates of human effective size are not simply artifacts of an upper
Pleistocene bottleneck but reflect our descent from a
subpopulation of archaic humans that was small for
most of the middle and upper Pleistocene. While the
standard error of our estimate of Nis on the order of
30% or more of its value (the standard error of the
ratio 13:44), the implication of our data is that it was
on the order of 10,000 as we look further backward
toward the human nuclear coalescent.
DISCUSSION

Prior analysis of Alu element diversity has described
the degree of population structure for these elements
in various human groups (BATZER
et al. 1994,1996, and
references therein; ARCOT et al. 1995a), or modeled the
dynamics of element family evolution with respect to
population structure and element insertion rate (TACHIDA and IIZUKA 1993). This analysis differs in its use
of the conditional spectrum toestimate effective population sizes in the Middle Pleistocene. The spectrum

properties outlined in this report derive from the fact
that the (-) state is ancestral to (+), which permits
us to time-order insertion events by state. Without this
property the ancestral state is uncertain and the distribution must be “folded” across the frequency of 0.5 to
reflect this uncertainty. Examplesofthis
latter case
would include most traditional nucleotide sequence applications of the infinite site model.
The estimation of recent human effectivesizerequires that the source Ya5 Alu element is older than
the hominid/pongid coalescent event, that all of the
monomorphic elements are restricted to the human
lineage, and finally that the source gene was fixed in
the ancestral species. The first requirement has been
satisfied by prior work (LEEFLANG
et al. 1992, 1993a,b)
thatdemonstratedthat
five additional Ya5 elements
have been found in gorillas and chimpanzees. One of
the fiveis restricted to gorillas, three are restricted to
chimpanzees, and oneis orthologous in humans, chimpanzees and gorillas. The second requirement is met
by testing orthologous positions of all 57 Ya5 elements
in chimpanzees andothernon-human
primates by
PCR. All 57 Alu repeats show a single copy of the preintegration site, indicating that the site is empty in chimpanzees and other non-human primates (BATZER
et al.
1994,1996 ARCOT et al. 1995a-c). If the source element
was polymorphic in human ancestors during the last
one to two million years, then the effective insertion
rate was less in intervals b and c, which would bias our
estimate of human effective sizeupward. Therefore the
small effective size given by our method cannot be a
consequence of a polymorphic master geneduring
hominid evolution. Our assumption of insertion rate
constancy is difficult to verify experimentally. While the
retroposition process was known to be more active in
early primate evolution (as determined by copy number
per family) (SHENet al. 1991; SARROWA
et al. 1997), the
hierarchical structure of mutations within subfamiliesis
consistent with thisassumption (DEININGER
and BATZER
1993).
In contrast to our estimate of N,TAKAHATA
(1993)
concluded that a long-term effectivesize of 100,000
was consistent with data on HLA variation at the major
histocompatibilitycomplex. This figure, however, refers
to the laterCenozoic and there is no disagreement with
our estimate for the Pleistocene portion of our species’
history. Later AYALA
(1995) suggested that the effective
size of humans during the Pleistocene must have been
on the order of lo5 rather than lo4, but subsequent
comparative analysisof the pattern of divergence in
HLA exons and introns has concluded that the HLA
data may be explained with a recent effective size of
10,000 and diversifylng selection on only 10 ancestral
allelic lineages (ERLICHet al. 1996), thus placing our
estimates of N,in agreement with this and prior nuclear
DNA studies of recent human effective size.
The figures reported here are larger than the upper
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end of previous mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)-based
estimates of effective size. Estimates of 500-5000 females (ROGERSand HARPENDING 1992; HARPENDING et
al. 1993; SHERRY
et al. 1994) should be one-half of the
sizes considered here dueto the mode of mtDNAinheritance. With these effective sizes
and the generation
time assumptions used earlier, the mtDNA figure describes population size -200,000 years ago while our
estimate describes population size at one-half to two
million years ago. The disagreement between the two
figures suggests a mild hourglass
contraction of human
effective size during the last interglacial since 6000 is
very different from 18,000. On the other hand our results also deny the hypothesis that there was a severe
hourglass contraction in the number of our ancestors
in the late middle and upper Pleistocene. If humans
were descended from some smallgroup of survivors of
a catastrophicloss of population, then the distribution
of ascertained Alu polymorphisms would show a preponderance of high frequency insertions(unpublished
simulation results). Instead the suggestion is that our
ancestors werenot partof a world networkof gene flow
among archaic human populations but were instead
effectivelya separate specieswitheffectivesizeof
10,000-20,000 throughout the Pleistocene.
Considering the question of the hominid/pongid divergence, the ratio of segregating tofked sites cangive
us a rate-free estimate of
the time to the human coalescent as a fractionof the total time tothe root hominid/
pongid coalescent. We estimate this ratio to be onesixth. This estimateis in good agreement with the estimate of one sixth reported in an independent study of
nuclear restrictionfragment length polymorphism data
(MOUNTAIN and CAVALLI-SFORZA 1994). We note in
passing that because elements segregate independently
our ratio estimate should convergeto the true population value as more elements are identified and characterized. In time the size of this ratio could becomeone
of our stronger inferences about hominid evolution.
The diploid ascertainment method used here, which
initially identifiedand characterized novelAlu elements
in the human genome, is efficient for finding common
elements. Thus rather than the action of selection as
some haveproposed (BRITTEN 1994),the natural explanation of the high levels of heterozygosity observedfor
these elements is to be found in the screening method.
Considering the polymorphic fraction of our sample
at 0.22, and an estimated total copy number of 2000
members for the Ya5, Ya8 and Yb8 subfamilies (BATZER
et al. 1995),a poolon the order
of 400variable elements
remains to contribute to the @.,(p) distribution. If we
could ascertain further elements in a larger sample of
individuals, we couldalsoexamine the more recent
population dynamics of humans including the population growthduring the last interglacial suggested
by the
mitochondrial reconstructions of human population
history. Other problems for study include the need for
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replicate studies in other primate species to establish
comparative data for African non-human primate effective sizes.
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